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Looking back & looking 
forward 
10 Years of Ill-Vs Review 
As many of you are by now no doubt aware, we have reached our 10th birthday! It is difficult to 
believe thatIII-l/sReview has reached the grand old age of ten years. No mean achievement even if we 
say it ourselves. By coincidence, the anniversary of the magazine’s actual launch coincides with the 
second LDSD conference. When this convenes in Lisbon in May, we will have a celebratory reception 
to toast the new decade in. We hope that you will join us. 
ack in the mid-1980s it looked as if the III-Vs indus- B- try was getting big enough - and interested enough in having its own voice. After all, the measure of 
any discipline is often related to its having its own publica- 
tion. There were, and continue to be, many semiconductor 
publications around. Then as now, the preponderance of 
their editorial coverage is devoted to the mainstream silicon 
business. Compound semiconductors needed a magazine 
and III-l/s Review was born out of that need. 
I discovered that I was not alone in feeling frustrated with 
having to hunt down III-Vnews and information in the main- 
stream magazines. It was usually buried somewhere at the back 
in accord with the indifference it continues to have to put up 
with to this day. So too, there were advertisers coming on the 
scene who also wanted to be the highlight of the industry’s own 
magazine. Their customers and the readers of the mainstream 
semiconductor magazines were not always one and the same. 
So then as now, there is a need to ensure that readers and ad- 
vertisers alike can effectively and efficiently reach the target 
audience. III-l/s Review will continue to fulfil those needs in 
the next decade. 
There are, as they say, few truly original ideas under the sun. 
III-I/JReview was no exceptionwhen I first read Jo Ann McDo- 
nald’sIII-I/Technology Review magazine back in the mid-SOS I was 
impressed. Here was something which was original, passionate 
and all about III-Vs! It was born out of the time when many 
brave entrepreneurs were leaving the hallowed halls of the 
big US Labs and kicking into action with their own “start- 
ups’: The GaAs hype was on and the money was there if you 
were brave enough. Jo Ann hooked into the gold-rush fever 
and got the “movers and shakers” to tell their story. I thought 
this was great and wanted to start my own European version. 
So we began “Euro III-l7.r Review” from equally small begin- 
nings. Sadly Jo Ann’s magazine ceased publication and TFR 
nearly suffered the same fate. However, thanks to my approach 
to Elsevier we were able to continue. 
Elsevier was the banker that the magazine needed. From 
1990 onwards III-l/s Review has gone from strength to strength. 
It is quite a different publication in many respects but I like to 
think that the spirit continues.The magazine is still almost like 
a “club newsletter” for the compound semiconductor industry. 
It is this and not just its specialist subject which differentiates it 
from the mainstream magazines. In many respects this is be- 
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cause of the higher-than-average fraction of the readership that 
comes from R&D. There are journals and then there are trade 
magazines and somewhere in between lies III-l/s Review. Even 
though quite a lot of III-Vs are now well and truly in produc- 
tion mode the level of R&D continues thanks to a resurgence 
in the trendiest III-Vof them all, gallium nitride (and its close 
relatives). Largely because of this the magazine’s chosen focus 
“III-Vs” is still as apposite a reflection of the state-of-the-art as 
it ever was. 
I make the latter point even though our coverage has broa- 
dened considerably over the years. Whilst it may have gone un- 
noticed by some, III-l/s Reviewj_ coverage is not just about III-Vs. 
We cover many other related materials it’s just that III-Vs, GaAs 
in particular have the lion’s share of the market after silicon 
(well after silicon!). Inevitably, we have to lean fairly heavily in 
this direction but we like to inform on other matters like II-VIs, 
IV-IVs, diamond, etc., on a regular basis. So even though our 
cover has had a face-lift, it retains that “brand name”and with 
good reason. 
However, the “times they are a changing”and TFR will en- 
ter the new decade with a new man at the helm. Circumstances 
have brought me to the point where I will be taking up a new 
position in a freelance role as Associate Editor. So this might 
be my last editorial but not my last contribution. Founding and 
maintaining a magazine like III-I/s Review has been tough at 
times but it has given me an incredible amount of satisfaction. 
There have been few new publications in the field which 
have lasted as long. However, sometimes it is for the greater 
good that the leader takes a step back. A magazine is almost a 
living thing and needs continual renewal. Placing TFR in the 
hands of a new Editor is therefore perhaps not such an unex- 
pected thing either for me or for you the readers. David Finch 
has had a fair amount of “on-the-spot” training and through 
his conference trips has had a good exposure to “The III-Vs 
Club”. He will bring a well-deserved re-invigoration to the ma- 
gazine. With Elsevier’s backing he will be able to guide III-l/s 
Review into its second decade which will in effect be a new mil- 
lennium. It will be a time of great interest in all things III-Vs so 
I am happy to be able to come along for the ride, in the backseat 
as it were.We sincerely hope that you will continue to ride with 
us too. 
Roy Szweda 
